In this work, we analyze phonetic and prosodic pronunciation patterns from iCALL, a speech corpus designed to evaluate Mandarin mispronunciations by non-native speakers of European origin and to address the lack of large-scale, non-native corpora with comprehensive annotations for applications in CAPT (computer-assisted pronunciation training). iCALL consists of 90,841 utterances from 305 speakers with a total duration of 142 hours. The speakers are from diverse linguistic backgrounds (spanning Germanic, Romance, and Slavic native languages). The read utterances are phonetically balanced with phonetic, tonal, and fluency annotations. Our findings on iCALL reveal that lexical tone errors are over six times more prevalent than phonetic errors, French speakers are twice as likely to mispronounce Tone 2, 3, 4 when compared to English speakers, native Romance language speakers are more likely to make de-aspiration and aspiration mistakes, and fluency scores correlate inversely with tone and phone error rate.
Introduction
Foreign language education has been gaining popularity across the globe. While some are required in official course requirements, such as in many high schools in the United States, many are motivated by the increased economic opportunities of acquiring foreign languages. English is currently the most popular language in the world, with at least one to two billion speakers. 1 Other languages such as Spanish and Mandarin Chinese are also on the rise in terms of speakership. With the highest number of native speakers in the world at 12.1% ( Lewis et al., 2015 ) , it is estimated that more than 40 million people around the world are learning Mandarin Chinese ( Yan, 2010 ) .
While human interaction and immersion is commonly argued as the best way to acquire a language ( Baker, 1993 ) , this may not always be logistically or financially practical. Using software to aid language learning is thus a relatively common alternative to increase one's exposure and usage of a new language. Examples of such assistive software include the popular apps Duolingo, Memrise and Busuu .
For beginner learners of a foreign language, reading and speaking are the essential skills one usually focuses on (writing is usually the focus for more advanced learners). Corpora for developing software systems to assist learners in learning to read and speak correctly is crucial, yet such data is typically scarce especially for non-native speech.
For non-native speech corpora, or any speech corpora in general, there is often a trade-off between corpus size and human annotation quantity and quality. For research in CAPT, human annotations are crucial. Phonetic level transcriptions of the non-native speech is essential in CAPT since the goal is to detect mispronunciations instead of recognize words as in speech recognition. Even when the proposed algorithms are unsupervised in nature ( Lee and Glass, 2015 ) , it is still standard practice to use human annotations as ground-truth for assessing the effectiveness of such research methodology. As most non-native speech corpora are small in size, it is challenging to conduct research in CAPT. The lack of large-scale non-native corpora with detailed human transcriptions to train automatic systems is a fundamental challenge for research and development of CAPT applications. Without such large-scale speech corpora, it is also challenging to characterize the non-native pronunciation patterns to further our understanding in second language acquisition, since small-scale datasets are more likely to lead ( Gruhn et al., 2004 ) ATR E M G F J In 96 15 ,0 0 0 N Y C-AuDiT ( Honig et al., 2009 ) E F G I S 56 18 ,424 CU-CHLOE Meng et al., 2007 ) CUHK E C M 211 77 ,437 104.5h P N Cross Towns ( Schaden, 2006 ) U. Bochum E F G I Cz Du E F G I S 161 72 ,0 0 0 133h Y N English Across Taiwan ACLCLP E M 600 48 ,0 0 0 N N ERJ ( Minematsu, 2004 ) U to anecdotal findings that might not easily generalize well to a larger population.
To tackle this fundamental challenge in CAPT, we designed, collected, and annotated a large-scale speech corpus of non-native Mandarin production with detailed human annotations, the iCALL corpus. We chose Mandarin Chinese as the target L2 due to its growing popularity and the challenging linguistic peculiarities, which are not often seen in other target L2 that are high in demand. One of the most well-known characteristic of Mandarin is its usage of lexical tones; i.e., a change in intonation changes the meaning of a word. Tonal languages are prevalent in the world, possibly accounting for up to 70% of the world's languages but are mainly concentrated in Africa, Asia and in the Americas ( Yip, 2002 ) . Since virtually no European language is characterized with lexical tones, we targeted speakers of European descent spanning the L1 families of Germanic, Romance, and Slavic. Through analyzing iCALL, we examine the pronunciation patterns at the phonetic and prosodic levels of non-native speakers of Mandarin. These investigations provide insights into how we can further develop spoken language technology targeted for L2 language learners.
Characterization of non-native Mandarin pronunciation patterns has been limited, and often descriptive and qualitative in nature. Shang and Zhao (2012) described typical features of Singapore Mandarin 2 as follows: "retroflexion and neutral tone are rare in daily speech; the difference between the second and third tone is not so clear as Putonghua; the two nasal voices [n] and [ ] are not markedly differentiated..." Chen (1983) described a special "ru" tone that is peculiar in Singapore Mandarin. Chiu et al. (2009) discussed possible phonetic and tonal error patterns of German speakers learning Mandarin and Mandarin speakers learning German using language transfer theory, but there has not been a thorough follow-up study verifying the proposed hypotheses. In this work, instead of postulating the pronunciation patterns of nonnative speakers based on the phonological differences between L1 and L2, we attempt to first analyze the pronunciation patterns found on iCALL, and then discuss if the error patterns can be supported by language transfer theory ( Jarvis and Pavlenko, 2008 ) .
This work is an extension of a previous conference article ( Chen et al., 2013; , which left out detailed experiments, analysis, and discussions. 3 In the following sections, we review existing non-native corpora, delineate the corpus design strategy of iCALL, 4 present findings of tonal and phonetic error analysis in relation to L1 background, analyze fluency scores in relation to tone and phone error rate, and discuss potential research directions that can spawn from iCALL and our analysis.
Non-native speech corpora
Below we summarize the characteristics of existing non-native speech corpora in terms of the target second language, the speakers' first language background, corpus size, and human annotations. In Table 1 and Table 2 , we list non-native speech corpora that are large-scale: at least 100 hr, at least 100 speakers, or at least 10,0 0 0 utterances. For the following discussions, we take the union of the corpora listed on the Wikipedia page for Non-Native Speech Databases 5 (originally derived from Raab et al. (2007) and has been updated since then) and the large corpora survey listed in Chen et al. (2015) is extended and provided in Table 2 . This makes a total of 45 corpora if we exclude iCALL in Table 2 .
Target second language (L2)
Close to 65% of the non-native speech corpora focus solely on English as the target L2. If we count corpora that list more than one L2, then the percentage of corpora that include English as L2 reaches more than 75%. The second highest number of L2 is German, but only at 11% if we count corpora that list more than one L2. Other languages such as Arabic, French, Japanese, Mandarin, Russian, and Spanish are not well-represented. Asian languages (Japanese and Mandarin Chinese) are especially under-represented, accounting for less than 5% despite the sizeable native speaking population.
First language (L1)
Close to 56% of the corpora have multiple L1, as compared to 13% having multiple L2. Among the 45 corpora, 16% list English as the sole L1, and 9% list German as the single L1.
Corpus size
While the most important indicator of corpus size is the total duration, speaker variability also reflects the corpus quality. Among the 45 corpora, only 13% are at least 100 hours (6 corpora), and 22% have more than 100 speakers (10 corpora). There is typically a trade-off between corpus size and human annotations. Small corpora are more likely to have more detailed human annotations, while large corpora usually only have limited annotations, if any.
Human annotations
Speech recognition applications typically only require word transcriptions if there is a pronunciation lexicon. CAPT requires more linguistic resources due to the nature of the research problem, and it is harder to get around the lack of phonetic transcriptions by using a pronunciation lexicon, since few, if any, pronunciation lexicons include non-native pronunciation. Proficiency ratings are also rare since the task is even more subjective in nature.
Since we are only interested in large corpora with human annotations, we only consider Table 2 (excluding iCALL) in the following statistics: 5 out of 12 have at least partial phonetic transcriptions and 4 out of 12 have proficiency ratings. Only the ISLE corpus has both phonetic transcriptions and proficiency ratings, but its total duration is only 18 hours.
Summary
From the survey of existing non-native speech corpora, we see that
• There are few large-scale corpora.
• A majority of the corpora focus on English as the target L2.
• Asian languages with a high percentage of native speakers such as Mandarin are under-represented for the target L2.
• Human annotations are usually limited for large corpora.
These observations motivate our case for designing, collecting and annotating a large-scale non-native Mandarin corpus with detailed human transcriptions and proficiency scoring. We therefore elaborate on our corpus development strategy for iCALL in the next section.
iCALL corpus

Background on Mandarin Chinese
In this paper, we will provide both Pinyin with numerical tone markers and IPA in italics and enclosed in square brackets respectively. 6 6 A detailed explanation of tone markers and Pinyin-IPA mapping can be found in the Appendix. ( Zhang, last accessed, June 22, 2015 ) . The vertical axis denotes pitch height, whereas the horizontal staves indicate different tone levels within one's comfortable vocal range. Tone 5 is not depicted below as it does not have a defined pitch contour. T, where C is a consonant, V is a vowel, N is a nasal consonant, T is a lexical tone, and [ ] denotes the subsyllable encased to be optional ( Duanmu, 2007 ) . It is mandatory to have a vowel and a tone for each syllable. The initial is a consonant; the final can consist of vowel(s) or vowel(s) followed by a nasal consonant. 7 Each syllable is also encoded by a tone .
Tone is the use of pitch in speech ( Yip, 2002 ) . Tones only express paralinguistic information (e.g., emotion) in languages like English. In contrast, Mandarin Chinese uses lexical tones to encode semantics; i.e., a change in tone changes the meaning of a word. For example, the word with Pinyin ma1 [ ] and ma2 [ ] are phonetically identical but differ in tone, resulting in different meanings: mom vs. hemp. In Figure 1 and Table 3 , we introduce the five lexical tones of Mandarin. Note that there is no equivalent in English for Tone 3, and Tone 5 is a neutral tone or lack of tone , similar to unstressed syllables in English.
Hanyu Pinyin
Hanyu Pinyin , or more commonly Pinyin , is an internationally standardized phonetic system used to romanize Chinese characters ( ISO, 2015 ) . Pinyin is formally taught and used as the official system of romanization in Mainland China ( Price, 2005 ) , Singapore ( Ministry of Education, 1998 ), Taiwan ( Hsiu-Chuan, 2008 ) , and many more international organizations ( Melzer, 1998 ) . It is also a popular tool used in tandem with Chinese characters to teach Mandarin pronunciation for foreign Mandarin learners who are not familiar with the native writing system ( Price, 2005 ) which is much harder to acquire ( Norman, 1988 ) . Pinyin transcriptions follow the same [C]V[N]T syllable structure described in Section 3.1.1 . Some example usage is shown in Table 4 .
Speakers: diverse native language background
A total of 305 8 speakers of European descent whose first language is non-tonal were recruited. The speakers' native languages 
Table 4
Examples of some Mandarin words transcribed in Pinyin (using diacritical and numerical tone markers) and their IPA transcriptions. Notice that the diacritics have the same shape as their corresponding pitch contours shown in Fig. 1 . A more detailed explanation of tone markers can be found in the Appendix. were of European origin: 52.0% are Germanic (e.g. English, German); 29.4% are Romance (e.g. French, Spanish, Italian); and 15.1% are Slavic (e.g. Russian, Belarusian). 9 The gender ratio is balanced, as shown in Fig. 2 . The speaker age group was sampled such that it represents the distribution of adult second language learners of Mandarin in Beijing, ranging from 18 to 65. The age distribution can be seen in Fig. 3 . The mean age is 28.3 years with a standard deviation of 7.1 years.
All speakers are beginner learners of Mandarin and rely heavily on the Pinyin phonetic representations (instead of Chinese characters) to read the prompts. The non-native speech recordings were recorded in quiet office rooms, sampled at 16 kHz, and encoded in 16 bit pulse-code modulation (PCM). 9 These numbers exclude speakers whom chose not to reveal more information beyond their L1 being non-tonal and of European origin.
Lexical content: reading prompts
Each speaker received a distinct set of Pinyin prompts to read. Some utterances were repeated across different speakers to include speaker-specific characteristics using the same underlying text.
Complete phonetic coverage
The iCALL corpus is phonetically balanced such that its phonetic frequency matches that of the natural phonetic distribution in Mandarin ( Da, last accessed, June 22, 2015 ) . This complete and balanced phonetic coverage is also achieved on a per-speaker basis.
Diverse utterance length
Since there is a trade-off tendency between pronunciation accuracy and syntax complexity, the corpus consists of utterances of different lengths to provide a richer context for modeling pronunciation errors. Each speaker read 300 utterances, where the first 100 consists of 2-syllable words (the most common length of words in Mandarin Chinese), the second 100 consists of phrases that are 3 or 4 syllables long (idioms usually are 4 syllables long in Chinese), and the last 100 are sentences of at least 5 syllables, with an average of 10.8 syllables per sentence.
Human annotations
Phonetic and tonal transcription
Phonetic transcriptions were done in Pinyin, a phonetic system used to transcribe Chinese characters into Latin script, while tones were transcribed in numeric form. Two rounds of phonetic and tonal transcription were carried out. In the first round, 64 native speakers of Mandarin Chinese shared the load of transcribing the non-native utterances phonetically using Pinyin. Results reported in Chen et al. (2013) were done using transcriptions from this round. During fluency scoring ( Section 3.4.2 ), the phonetic and tonal transcriptions of 77,895 utterances were checked (and corrected if necessary) and further refined. For tones and phones that were ambiguous, the 2nd-round human annotators were instructed to make a forced decision by appending a * sign next to the tone/phone to indicate the decision was perceptually ambiguous. For example, the pitch contour of a syllable might go up and then go down, which is undefined among lexical tones in Mandarin. The annotators would be asked to make a forced decision among the 5 lexical tones, but mark it as ambiguous at the same time.
Fluency scoring protocol
The fluency scoring protocol was developed by two native Mandarin speakers using several runs of pilot data to iteratively establish guidelines for fluency score ratings into four levels: fluent (4), good (3), average (2), poor (1). We used Pearson's productmoment correlation coefficient ("Pearson's r ") and Cohen's Kappa coefficient ("Cohen's κ") as thresholds to help the raters to more explicitly establish guidelines of how to set the boundaries of the different fluency levels. The two raters practiced scoring with the established guidelines to ensure they reach both inter-rater and intra-rater consistency using Pearson's r and Cohen's κ with respective minimal thresholds of 0.8 and 0.6. The Pearson's r statistic helps the raters ensure their scores are ordinate, while the Cohen's κ statistic is used to calibrate the dynamic ranges of the raters' scores since it considers the agreement of the absolute scores.
The raters are usually able to agree with each other easily on the highest and lowest fluency levels (1 and 4), while the distinction between good (3) and average (2) is often more ambiguous and subjective. In addition to overall perception of the fluency (which might entail intonation, rhythm, confidence, etc) the raters were also explicitly asked to take into account mispronunciations at the phonetic and tonal level. Zero mispronunciations at the phonetic and tonal level is necessary but insufficient for obtaining a score of 4. In other words, to be scored as 4, in addition to no mispronunciations, the utterance also had to be read in a fluent manner. On the other hand, if every syllable was mispronounced, the score is 1. The percentage of mispronunciations in an utterance is one metric in scoring. Overall, 1 (bad) suggests more than 75% mispronounced syllables, 2 (average) suggest that at most 50-60% mispronounced syllables, and 3 (good) suggests at most 40% mispronounced syllables. Once the raters were well-trained, inter-rater consistency tests were conducted regularly as quality control.
Our objective was to establish guidelines so that the raters can easily achieve intra-rater consistency but also inter-rater consistency to ensure the raters could share the heavy scoring load. One should note that while it is important to have high standards for inter-rater and intra-rater consistency, sufficient margin should be preserved to account for individual differences and subjective biases that are not easily articulated verbally or measured through known parameters. 10 For more detailed discussions of nuances related to fluency scoring, please refer to Section 5.1.2 .
Data cleanup
Prior to fluency score rating, manual and perceptual inspection was conducted to check the audio quality. Noisy audio and mistakes that occurred during the recording (e.g., mismatches between audio and reading prompts; silent recordings) were discarded. False starts and repeated attempts were kept.
Summary
The iCALL corpus possess the following qualities, making it suitable for studying non-native Mandarin pronunciation patterns and developing CAPT systems.
1. Large in speaker pool size (305). 2. Large in number of utterances (90,841). 3. Long in duration (142 hr, of which 59 hours are estimated to be speech from force alignments). 4. Large amount of per-speaker data ( ∼300 utterances/speaker, including words, phrases, and sentences). 5. Complete and balanced in phonetic coverage. 6. Diverse in speaker demographic background: non-tonal first languages of European origin, gender-balanced, and realistic distribution of the adult ages of Mandarin learners. 7. Detailed in human annotations, which consists of phonetic and tonal transcriptions along with fluency ratings.
10 Due to the large number of utterance to score, two other native Mandarin speakers helped out for a subset of the utterances to share the scoring load for a couple months. These two raters also needed to go through consistency test training before they were given official scoring tasks. In the following section we present analysis conducted on iCALL to investigate the common pronunciation patterns of non-native Mandarin speakers at the phonetic and prosodic levels.
Pronunciation patterns and analysis on iCALL
In this section, we examine the pronunciation patterns from the aspects of tonal errors, phonetic errors, and fluency scores. In particular, we analyze their relationships with L1 background.
Phonetic errors
As shown in Table 5 , overall there are 5.0% phonetic errors. Fig. 4 shows the top phonetic errors including affricates, aspirated stops, the alveolar fricative [s] , and the vowel [ ]. For t / t h / and p / p h /, they are predominantly substituted by their unaspirated counterparts ( d [t] and b [p]) 81.5% and 97.9% of the time, respectively. For the other phones, the distribution of the substituted phones are more spread out. Note that 6 out of the top 10 phonetic errors are related to aspiration. Fig. 5 shows the breakdown of aspiration and de-aspiration errors for the different L1 family groups. We observe that such error rates for Romance families are much higher than for Germanic and Slavic speakers. Aspiration does not exist in Romance languages ( Celce-Murcia et al., 1996 ) such as French ( Campbell and Paquin, 2014 ) , Italian ( Kramer, 2009 ) and Spanish ( Whitley, 2002 ) as a lexical feature. This may explain their tendency to deaspirate as shown in Fig. 5 (a) over speakers in the Germanic and Slavic L1 family groups. Fig. 6 shows a more detailed breakdown of the subgroup variation within the Romance language family. The patterns for each subgroup are different. For example, Spanish speakers consistently de-aspirate; for de-aspiration error patterns
, Spanish speakers are at least 1.4 more times likely to deaspirate than French speakers. French speakers de-aspirate all aspirated phonemes; the only exception is the aspiration substitution 
Lexical tone errors
As shown in Table 5 , overall there are 32.0% tonal errors across the five tones. Tone production accuracies for all speakers and for each L1 family are shown in Fig. 7 . Tone 3 is the most challenging, resulting in the lowest production accuracy (58.8%), while Tone 5 is the easiest for the non-native speakers. This pattern is expected as Tone 3 is the most exotic to non-tonal languages, requiring the pitch contour to fall and rise within a syllable, whereas Tone 5 is the equivalent to unstressed syllables, which is common in nontonal languages. Fig. 7 shows that there are variations in tone accuracy production patterns across language families. For Tone 2, Tone 3, and Tone 4, the tone accuracies of Germanic L1 speakers are higher than Romance L1 speakers ( p 0 . 01 ), while all other differences in accuracies are statistically insignificant. Since English and French speakers are the largest groups in the Germanic and Romance L1 families respectively, we perform a more in-depth analysis on their tone accuracy results in Fig. 8 . We observed that for Tone 2, Tone 3, and Tone 4, the tone accuracies of English speakers are higher than French speakers ( p 0 . 01 ). We also listed the confusion matrices of all speakers, the English speakers, and the French speakers in Table 6 , Table 7 , and  Table 8 . For American speakers, Tone 3 is the most commonly mispronounced as Tone 2, which corresponds with prior work on perceptual and production studies of American learners of Mandarin ( Wang et al., 2003 ) . On the other hand, we observed that compared to other speakers, French speakers are more likely to produce Tone 1's when the canonical tone is not Tone 1 (compare Table 6, Table 7, Table 8 ). In particular, French speakers are nearly twice as likely to misproduce Tone 2, 3, and 4 to Tone 1, when compared to English speakers. Perceptual tests have shown that identifying lexical tones in tonal languages such as Cantonese is more challenging for French speakers than for English speakers ( Qin and Mok, 2011 ) , which is likely because French lacks lexical stress. From our analysis, we infer that analyzing lexical tone errors from non-native speakers of Mandarin could be a step towards quantifying prosodic patterns of different languages. Fig. 9 lists the tone pairs that are most mispronounced. Tone sandhi 11 is a phonological change where the tones assigned to individual words or morphemes change based on the pronunciation of 11 Sandhi means joining in Sanskrit   Fig. 9 . Top mispronounced tonal pairs. The portion of the top substitution for each tonal pair is highlighted in light blue.
L1 affects tonal error patterns
Contextual effects in lexical tones
* * Due to tone sandhi, the accurate implementation of (3,3) should be (2,3). Error bars represent standard error. adjacent words or morphemes ( Yip, 2002 ) . The most well-known example of tone sandhi in Mandarin is when two consecutive Tone 3's occur, native speakers will produce a Tone 2 followed by a Tone 3 instead: (3,3) → (2,3). As shown in Fig. 9 , this tone sandhi pattern only achieves 9.6% accuracy in non-native speech; i.e., it is mispronounced more than 90% of the time. Tone pair (3,2) is only pronounced correctly 39.9% of the time, and most often mispronounced as (2,2 ]. Other tone pairs that are difficult include (4,3), (4,4), and (2,2). We suspect these aforementioned tone pairs to be challenging because the difference between the pitch level of the latter portion of the former tone to the initial portion of the latter tone is larger, making the pitch transition more challenging. Table 9 shows the fluency score distribution for all speakers. The per-speaker mean and standard deviation of the fluency scores are 2.60 and 0.88. We found that the mean fluency scores on a per-speaker basis inversely correlates with the per-speaker mean tone error rate (Pearson's r = −0 . 96 ) and the per-speaker mean phone error rate (Pearson's r = −0 . 69 ), as shown in Fig. 10 . This means that the higher the tone/phone error rate, the less fluent the speaker is found to be. This makes intuitive sense because a very fluent speaker is unlikely to have phonetic and tonal errors, and a speaker that makes many tonal and phonetic mistakes is likely to be perceived as a very disfluent speaker. The stronger relationship between tone error rate and fluency scores is likely because prosody influences the perception of fluency more than phonetic pronunciation. For more discussion, please refer to Section 5.1.2 .
Fluency analysis
Fluency inversely correlates with tone/phone error rate
Oracle upper bound for automatic fluency assessment
We also conducted an oracle experiment using decision tree clustering to evaluate how well we can predict fluency levels if we assume we know both the canonical reference pronunciation and the non-native pronunciation (manual transcription). The data partition is the same as in Tong et al. (2014b ) . Other setup configurations are similar to Chen et al. (2013) but with features like mispronunciation rate, whether there were consecutive mistakes, if the spoken utterance is of a different length from the reference utterance (implying deletions or insertions), utterance length, the syllable position of the mispronunciations, and speaking rate. The classifier output fluency scores achieve a strong correlation with human ground-truth scores: Pearson's r = 0 . 87 .
Discussion
In this section, we discuss our experience in corpora development, past work that used iCALL, and possibilities to extend such work with the findings in this study. 12
Human annotations for corpora development
The most time consuming part of the development of iCALL was the recruitment and training of human annotators, especially for fluency score assessment, since it is more subjective than phonetic transcriptions. Transcribing and scoring are labor-intensive jobs that require rigorous training. It is also necessary for the human annotators be well-rested in between labeling and scoring sessions, and only work part-time on the annotation task since perceptual fatigue easily influences annotation quality. Practical budget constraints may also make recruitment difficult.
The annotations for iCALL were conducted in two iterations spanning over two years. The first-pass transcription cycle for iCALL took approximately six months to complete, and was conducted by a contractor with full-time transcription staff. The second-pass cycle consisting of transcription verification (from the first cycle) and fluency scoring took approximately two years to complete, where the transcribing and scoring were done by four hired students performing the verification and scoring on a parttime basis.
Lexical tone and phonetic labeling
A major challenge in transcribing at the phonetic and tonal level is that non-native pronunciation might frequently fall out of the native phonemic or lexical tone categories; Faris et al. (2016) describes three different ways a non-native 12 Due to the lack of linguistic resources, we are unable to verify whether our findings are only specific to iCALL or generalizable to a larger population. Verifying the generality of these findings on other large-scale corpora can be a topic of future work.
phone might remain uncategorized: predominantly similar to one L1 phoneme, in between two L1 phonemes, or not similar to any L1 phonemes. Witt (2012) referred to these as distortion errors . We have also observed such distortion errors when compared to phonetic and tonal categories in L2 (Mandarin) on iCALL. For example, we found pitch contours that rise up, fall down, and then go level within a syllable. This pattern does not match any Mandarin tonal category described in Fig. 1 . Therefore, defining suitable phonetic/tonal categories to characterize these acoustic realizations is non-trivial. It is also time consuming, since a newly defined phonetic category is not practically useful in engineering applications unless there are enough instances that belong to the category. This implies iterative transcription processes are needed, which makes the annotation cycle even slower.
Fluency scoring
From our experience, if the non-native speakers are beginners (like in the case of iCALL), inter-rater consistency is more trainable because there are obvious mispronunciations that are easy to spot and agree on. While subjectivity across raters still exists, the raters are more likely to agree on the obvious mispronunciations at the lexical tone and phoneme level. They might not necessarily agree on what the mispronunciation is due to the categorization issue discussed in Section 5.1.1 , but they agree on the canonical phoneme or lexical tone not being pronounced. This could be one reason why there is a strong inverse correlation between the fluency scores and tone/phone error rate.
In our other experiments where the non-native speakers are much more advanced (or arguable a type of native speakers), such as Singaporean children speaking Mandarin Chinese , attaining good inter-rater consistency could be challenging.
Cost-effective possibilities
Other approaches could be considered for efficiently obtaining useful human annotations with lower cost. For example, a strategic crowdsourcing design ( Eskenazi et al., 2013 ) which quantifies tight bounds for error rates could help obtain annotations efficiently while maintaining quality at some level ( Jyothi and HasegawaJohnson, 2015 ) .
We can leverage automatic tools to help run a first-pass transcription hypothesis, pinpointing regions of interest for human experts to further investigate mispronunciations or characteristics of foreign accents or dialect varieties. Automatic tools could be based on automatic speech recognition models as in Schwartz et al. (2007) and Chen et al. (2014) or unsupervised error pattern discovery as in Lee et al. (2016) .
Applications and research directions
In this section, we discuss past work that used iCALL, and possibilities to extend such work with the findings in this study
Automatic Mandarin speech recognition
In our experience, simply incorporating some non-native data from iCALL to the native training data is enough to improve ASR performance using a standard Kaldi deep neural network setup ( Povey et al., 2011 ) by up to 10% absolute or more in terms of syllable error rate in Tong et al. (2014b ) . Li et al. (2016) also used iCALL to adapt to a native Mandarin acoustic model used to obtain better time boundaries of speech attributes through forced alignments.
One of the challenges in current ASR systems is accented speakers, which may dramatically degrade ASR performance due to differences in pronunciation. As shown in Section 4.1 , speakers from a Romance language background such as French, Spanish and Italian do not distinguish between aspirated and unaspirated plosives and affricates very well due to the absence of such a distinction in their native languages. We can adapt ASR engines at the lexical and acoustic levels to these L1-dependent error patterns to compensate for distortion caused by non-native accents.
Computer-assisted pronunciation training
Compared to other non-native speech corpora, iCALL has a large number of utterances on a per speaker basis, making it easier to consider personalization schemes in error assessment and feedback. For example, Lee et al. (2016) is the first reported implementation of a personalized CAPT system to diagnose individualspecific error patterns using an unsupervised learning approach, which was enabled by the iCALL corpus. Lee et al. (2016) also used iCALL to empirically verify its proposed framework is L1-independent.
The results from our study can be used to develop accent recognition and characterization ( Chen et al., 2014 ) modules in a CAPT system, which could be helpful in detecting distortion errors. Distortion error detection is typically absent in current CAPT systems even though they are pedagogically important forms of feedback to language learners ( Witt, 2012 ) .
Automatic fluency assessment
Fluency is an important aspect in the comprehensibility of human speech, and is a common milestone to judge one's progress in language acquisition such as in the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, Teaching, Assessment ( Europe, 2001 ) . Automatic fluency assessment can provide great utility to CAPT systems and language learners to provide feedback on their non-native speech production. This research angle is less explored as human annotated fluency scores are challenging to obtain due to the time and resources needed. In our own work, we have used subspace Gaussian mixture models for fluency assessment in Tong et al. (2014b ) . Long short-term-memory neural networks have also been used to model fluency for non-native spoken English in Yu et al. (2015) . In our on-going effort s f or children's speech corpora design, we are refining the scoring scheme to include more scoring categories such as pronunciation, intonation and rhythm, and fluency in order to better tailor the human annotations for different CALL applications.
Prosody research
While it is widely acknowledged that prosody is essential to L2 fluency, few studies using large speech corpora have taken prosody into account. We believe the development of iCALL and further investigations in non-native Mandarin could potentially shed light in this field. Since the tonal structure is well defined in Mandarin Chinese, it is easier to establish the ground truth and thus conduct experiments.
As tones are lexical in Mandarin, tonal errors affect perceived fluency significantly more than phonetic errors. Therefore, lexical tones in Mandarin can be used to study both segmental and prosodic aspects of L2 learning. For example, iCALL was used in Tong et al. (2015) to adapt a tonal phone Mandarin ASR to obtain goodness of tone scores for detecting mispronunciations of tones in non-native speakers. From our findings in Section 4.2.2 , we also empirically verified there are contextual effects in mispronunciations of lexical tones. We applied this concept to further improve lexical tone mispronunciation in Tong et al. (2016) .
Conclusion
In this work, we surveyed existing non-native speech corpora, designed a large-scale, non-native Mandarin speech corpus with comprehensive annotations, iCALL , and analyzed pronunciation patterns in iCALL at the phonetic, tonal and fluency levels. We found that lexical tone errors are more prevalent than phonetic errors by at least six times, French speakers are twice as likely to mispronounce Tone 2, 3, 4 when compared to English speakers, native speakers of Romance languages are more likely to make mistakes related to aspiration, and that fluency inversely correlates with phone and tone error rate. For future work, we plan to apply these findings to further improve our in-house CAPT systems.
Appendix A. Mandarin lexical tones
A.1. Representing Mandarin tones
There are several ways to represent the lexical tones of Mandarin -in numerics, diacritics or IPA. For the convenience of readers, we have listed them below with examples ( Table A.10 ).
The diacritical marks are the usual convention in transcribing Chinese texts to Pinyin, while numerical tone markers are used in situations where they are more convenient (e.g. on a typewriter or a keyboard that cannot easily produce diacritics). While there is no tone marker for Tone 5, it is good practice to explicitly transcribe the tone by using numerical tone markers to prevent ambiguity.
A.1.1. Tone marker placement
The diacritical marks are always placed on the Pinyin vowel that represents the syllable nucleus in this order of priority: a, o, e, i, u, and ü. However, the syllable nucleus "-iu" is exempt from this rule, where the tone mark is placed on the "u" instead.
The tittle is omitted in "i" when a diacritical tone marker is placed over it, e.g. ǐ is correct instead of ǐ .
For numerical and IPA tone markers, the marker is simply appended to the end of the syllable.
A.2. Pinyin and IPA
Since some readers are more familiar with Pinyin and some with IPA, we attempted to represent both phonetic representations in the paper as often as we can while trying to maintain clarity. We list the mapping conversion between Pinyin and IPA in Table A .11 .
A.2.1. "W" and "y"
"w" and "y" are special cases and not officially considered as initials in the Pinyin system.
When they act as initials, they are pronounced [w] and [j] respectively. However, they are silent when acting as the first part of a final. Some examples of this occurring are in the Pinyin "wu" and "yi", which have the IPA transcriptions [u] and [i] respectively. "y" is pronounced as [ ] instead of [j] when it precedes the Pinyin "u". 
